Who is Clearfly?
Clearfly has been in business
since 2007, providing
thousands of business across
the United States with voice
and data services. Our
strategically designed data
centers reside in Billings,
Montana, and in Seattle,
Washington. Designed with
N^1 to N^1 redundant systems.
Clearfly provides the
availability that you can
depend on.

Our Mission
To provide SMB and Enterprise
businesses high caliber,
scalable "large business" like
voice, data, and mobile
services at a cost that is
affordable.
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Consolidate your data, voice
networks
Reduce communications
costs
Eliminate long-distance
charges
Save up to 50% in
communications costs

All of this without replacing
your phone system!
All the reliability and quality of
land-line voice bundled with the
performance and functionality
of dedicated high-speed
Internet access. With any of our
Clearfly services your business
can get local, long distance
voice services; or add dedicated
Internet access and make it one
simple, reliable package. It all
starts by designing a custom
voice and data proposal... and
oh, don't tell the phone
company, but...... all of your

long-distance is on us!

Unparalleled Service

Clearfly Provides
Utilizing the most advanced
voice services technology,
Clearfly provides businesses
with communication solutions
that include local, longdistance, toll-free, fax-to-email
and Internet access. We
provide our customers with:






easy to manage services
simple to understand bills
low flat rate pricing for
predictability
personal customer service

Our Network is Resilient and
Redundant:


Fiber Optic Network
A multitude of the nation’s
top fiber optic carriers
make-up the redundant
Clearfly backbone network.
Allowing customers to
enjoy end-to-end
communications services
that they can depend on



Voice Infrastructure
Clearfly’s voice services are
powered by a redundant
mix of the most highly
rated and industry standard
Class 4 and 5 voice
hardware manufactures.

Clearfly brings

Even in the age of email, instant
messaging and video conferencing,
Clearfly realizes how vital voice service
is to your business. As a result, we have
engineered our services to provide your
company with the same level of
reliability you have learned to expect
from a traditional phone service
provider.
Our service level agreements are
unparalleled in the voice-over-IP world,
thanks to the choice of the best-ofbreed network components and service
partners. Even more importantly, the
knowledgeable technicians that man
our 24/7 Network Operating Center
are 100% committed to achieving the
highest degree of customer satisfaction.

Dedicated to Quality

Peering in the Seattle Internet
Exchange connecting Clearfly to
hundreds of Content and Voice
Providers including NewEdge, AT&T,
Covad, Megapath, Frontier, Google,
Yahoo!, Facebook, Microsoft and More!

to your business communications needs

Corporate Office
Clearfly Communications
153 Townsend St
Suite 900
San Francisco, CA 94107
www.clearfly.net
info@clearfly.net

(866) 652-7520

